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SGA apprOves funds for protesters
.

. After heated debate~ SGA allocates over $1,000 for. Pax Christi pro~est trip to F·t. Benning, Ga.

BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Canipus News Editor

On Monday, _with approximately 50 .students present, the
Student Senate passed funding
for the School of Americas
(S.0.A.) trip taking place Nov. 1719 sponsored by Pax Christi.
The senate. measure allocated
$1,196 to.Pax Christi for the trip,
and roughly 5p .students plan to
go.
The money provided by SGA
is paying almost half of the .·transportation and lodging costs. The
students have individually raised
$25 and .are paying for their own
food.
Last year, senate voted down
the measure to sponsor the trip.
During the meeting, junior
. Claire Mugavin said, ''The School
of the Americas protest is a pea.ceful and productive way to bring
about change and to voice our
opinions about the school>;
The School of the Americas is
located_ in Ft. ~enning, Ga. S.O.A.
is a U.S. military school designed
to train Latin American military
officers. J'he protest takes place
outside the base and includes a
vigil. It is at this time indivi~u-

als can choose to cross the line i:;ross the line],".
and w~lk on to ,the ·base itself. said junior Abby
This act is illegal.·
Walker, president
"While such actions (a~ ·cross- of Pax Christi. ·
This is the
ing the line) might be in violation ·
of civil law, civil disobedience is fourth year Xavier
done with respect for the higher, students have par"
divine law," said senior Brooks ticipated in the
Keeshin. "Those who engage in . S.O.A., protest. · In
civil disobedience seek to be ac- the past years,
Xavier~s Amnesty
countable for their actions."
In the· past two years, no International had
Xavier student has been arrested sponsored the trip.
for crossing onto Ft. Benning.
Due to changes in
Students also came in support A ·m n e s t y
of the actions of the S.O.A. Se- International's fonior Jason Blindauer said, "This cus, they were not
institution teaches more human able to sponsor
rights classes than any other [U,S. this year's trip.
military institution]." ·
"Xavier stu"Only 16 individuals of the dents on this trip
60,000 graduates of the S.O.A. will be peaceful,
have dorie what hav·e been con- compassionate and
strued as human rights viola- respectful," said
tions," said Blindauer.
Keesh in.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
SGA president Jeff Pugh said,
Of the 28 Jesuit Senate Coordinator and junior J.P. Engelbrecht speaks in favor of funding
"We cannot debate the good or U.S. colleges and for Pax Christi· at last Monday's Senate meeting.
bad of this .issue." ·
universities, 27 are
There have been discernment expected to be present for the pro- students to Ft. Benning to protest America. Nine students who have
meetings for students tq decide test.
the S.O.A.," Mugavin said.
gone on previous trips are returnwhether or. not to cross the line.
"Because Jesuit universities.·
Present at the protest will be _ing to the protest. ·
·"We inform students of pos- Jike Xavier are committed to so- speakers' addr~ssing the Issue of
sible outcomes of their choice (to cial justice, they probably se_nt human rights violations in Latin

Off-campus crime statistics can be misleading
.

. Campus Police Chief Mike
Couch, is due. to the. Department
According to statistics re- of Education's reluctance to deleased with Xavier's Campus fine the term "contiguous"· as it
Safety and Security Information·· is used in their guidelines for rein June 2000, the only off-cam- porting. campus crime.
According to the Deptartment
pus crimes reported to the Cincinnati/Norwood Police in 1999 of Education, colleges and uniwere two instances of burglary versities must report crime that
occurs on and in areas contiguand two motor vehicle thefts.
However, ·many students' re~ ous to tlJeir campuses. At the time·
member two Xavier students this robbery occurred, Xavier
were robbed at gunpoint behind was identifying areas contiguous
Goss Avenue, located about two to campus as within a one block
blo_cks from the intersection of radius. Because of this '"gray
Dana Avenue and Victory Park- aiea," as Couch called it, "it's
way, on Aug. 22, 1999, as re- possible that you can go to NKU,
UC, Miami of Oxford, Thomas
ported in The Newswire.
This discrepancy, explains More, and they'd all consider off-
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campus crime to encompass 2001 school year include two rob- not feel completely secure in cerSO":'ething different; Whether it be beries, both of which took place tain areas.
· "By the Village is certainly a
one-third of a mile, cine-,half of a in the first two weeks of October
place I don't feel safe at night,"
mile, only sidewalks surrounding on Marion Avenue.
· campus or a block radius."
"We're including the robbery he said. He also expressed frusSince data was collected for of the pizza delivery driver be- tration at Campus Police's handling of the situation. "We rethese statisported it to Xavier
tics, the Dept.
Off-campus
On-campus
Police and they
of Education
Crime
1998
1999
1998 1999
didn't do anything
has changed
about it," he said.
the guidelines
Homicide·
0
0
0
0
"I don't think all
several times.
Aggravated Assault
0
0
0
0
this crime really
"Now we're
0
0
0
Robbery
seems like a Xavier
asking ourBurglary
2
2
0
problem," said jun-·
s e I v e· s ,
Sex Offenses
ior Abigail Light. "If
should
we
forcible
O
O
O
O
Xavier is w·orking
collect all the
non-forcible
O
O
O
O
with the Cincinnati
statistics from
Motor Vehide Theft
O
1
O
2
·Police,
that's great,
Cincinnati
1.
O
1
0
Arson
because obviously
Police Dis- . Hate Crimes
O
O
O
1
trict 4? Dis- Source: campus safety and security records it's Xavier's responsibility to make their
trict 2?" says
students feel safe.
Couch.
cause it affected students," said
But it really appears to be some-·
He explains the nation's Cam- Couch.
pus Law Enforcement Depart-·
In 1998, The Newswire re- thing 'thar the Cincinnati Police
ment is asking for more specific _ported three off-campus student don't have a handle on."
Xavier's Campus Police are ·
guidelines. "Currently, we're re- · robberies and one off-campus
making efforts to create a safer
.porting all incidents of which· we assault of four male students.
are made aware, in both districts,"
Senior Brian Brehm, whp was environment for Xavier students.,
Couch .says.
involved in the Aug. 22, 1999 rob- by 'increasing patrols to the highWith these new criteria, bery, moved immediately follow- risk areas.
Xavier's statistics for the 2000- ing the incident, but he still does
See Safety, page 2
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CAN I GET A HALLELUJAH?!

:

Live and let live
The Resident Hall Association ·
is hosting a student forum on the
lottery process for uppeclassmen
housing today, Wednesday, Nov.
1 at 9:30 p.m. in Albers 103.

·Shout!
The Fourth Annual Crosstown
Shoutout qualifying -round will
be held on Monday; Nov. 13 at
Xavier, and the final round will
be on Thursday, Nov. 30 at UC.
Full-time Xavi.er undergraduate
students are eligible to compete
by delivering eight- to IO-minute
speeches on the topic "Should
affirmative action be abolished?"
The three top qualifiers will re- .
ceive $200 each and the winner
of the final round will receive
$500; second place $300. and
third place $100. Registration
packets are available in. Schott
305. For more foformation, contact Raridy Patnode, ext. 2955.

Time·capsule
Plans are underway for the creation of a time capsule for the
Cintas Center, and the committee is interested in student input.
Email timecap@xu.edu or mail
ML 2122 with responses. Email
questions ·to Lauren at
xulauren@yahoo.com or Todd at
toddg7 l 7@aol.com.

We want you!
The Ohio Army National
Guard is l}olding a Community
Open House/Family Day from
noon to 4 p.m .. on Saturday, Nov.
4. The event will take place at the
Army National Guard's HHD
5 l2th Engineer Battalion of Cincinnati (4100 Reading Road).
There will be educational seminars on the Montgomery GI Bill,
the ROTC program and ways high
school juniors and seniors can
enlist. For more information, call
751-5056.

Storytime
The Department of English is
sponsoring the Ryan Writers Series, which presents a.fiction reading by Richard Neumann on
Thursday, Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of Hinkle Hall.
Neumann is an award-winning .
short story writer and novelist
from Chicago, and will be reading from his recently completed
novel, Chicago Soft-Shoe.

Sweat fashion
"

Programs in peace and justice
and the Coalition for a Human
Economy will be sponsoring a
sweatship fashion show on
Wednesday, Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. Speakers include Dr. Kevin Danaher of global Exchange, Sherry Wolfe of
Students United Against Sweatshops and students from Miami
University.
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Senior Adam Ziemkiewicz and sophomore Kasey Rohlingwere in the Xavier Players' production of "Terit Meeting" that ran last
weekend. .
·
'
·
·
· ..
·
·
·

Safety: XU police advocate safety in nuDtbers
continued from page 1
·
In the. meantime, Couch safety measures," he said.
.
Cincinnati Police District 4 is research project to gauge the feasiCampus Police also offers selfalso increasing its patrolling to these bility of purchasing movable wire- stresses that students must remain
areas, and the. shuttle drivers are less cameras that can be placed in. aware of.the possible dangers of. defense and .safety seminars to
groups of six students or more. "Last
. various areas surrounding campus. all .situations.
aware of the situation.
year we held four programs,'' he said.
"i think having additional police A proposal is expected by January.
"This semester we've tried to have
officers being seen is a great idea,"
Students have also expressed
two, but have had to cancel due to
says senior Meredith Neidlinger. "If concern that tne·shuttle will occalack of interest." Couch attributes
officers are seen, it's less likely that sionally refuse to transport students
this apathy to students' general feelto certain addresses. In these situasomething will happen."
ings of security, "!think it may be
Campus Police. is alsQ installing ' tions, students.,may el}d up driving i
because the students. feel. safe,'
.additional emergency phones in the or walking through high~~isk areas.
that if they use .common sense and
new park offVictory Parkway, at the "That's a call," Couch said, "that ·
good judgeme11t they'll be okay."
top and bottom of.the drive leading the University has to make."
These courses, he. stated; can only
from Cohen's R-2 lotto the R-1 sec- .
"If there have been complaints
help students prepare themselves for
. tion of the NoJ,th lot, in the BASF about the size of a party; if we've
. handling emergencies, having genlot and both F& W lots, all of which witnessed underage consumption
eral plans and backup options.
should be in place within four or physical violence, it's in the best
· "We live in a larger community,
interest of the students to disconweeks.
a big city, and there will be crime,"
There are currently surveillance tinue transportation to that adNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN M~THIS
said .Couch. "The most important
cameras in the Cintas Center, the dress,'' he said.
"Walking. witn a large group .things are to know how to avoid
"In fact, sometimes the student
campus lots and the drive from R-2
to R-L Officers also have portable residents of the address will them- · of people, having a ha.sic trans- high-risk situations and to know
cameras for use in investigations. . selves request that we stop deliver- portation plan, as well as a back- how to handle yourself."
up plan, these are all important
The university is undergoing a ing students!' said Couch.

--

and

Thursday, Oct~ 26, between tion, In addition, one of the non- ported that while counting its re· 7:40 a.m. and 9 a.m. :-- An em- students was cited for having a ceipts a counterfeit '$50 bill was
discovered .. The bill entered the
ployee on the eighth floor of Schott fake ID.
Oct. 28 and
Hall reported a $2000 Dell laptop
' bookstore between
.
.
Oct. 30. The matter was referred to
computer was stolen from his unSaturday, Oct. 28, 3 a.m. . Tuesday, Oct. 24, 9 a.in. An employee in the Cintas Center locked office. Ari investigation is Campus Police investigated a dis-. the United State~ Secret Service.
turbance in Brockman Hall. One
reported the theft of $5 from his pendi.ng.
student was cited for underage
office.
Thursday, Oct. 26, 10:40 a.m. consumption, failure to cooperTuesday, Oct. 24 and Wednes- - Campus Police received a com- ate with university officials and
day, Oct. 25 A student in plaint regarding credit card solici- disorderly conduct.
Kuhlman Hall reported receiving tation in front of Alter Hall. Four
Wednesday, Oct. 25,
harassing phone calls from a subjects were warned, issued letters
Saturday, Oct. 28,10:35 a.m.
2:30 p.m. Campus
of trespassing and escorted off cam- Off campus, a student's veformer boyfriend.
Police receive~ a report
pus.
. hicle was reportedly stolei:i out of
from a: witness who had
Wednesday, Oct. 25, 3 p.m. -'a parking lot on the 4200 block
observed three male stuA commuter student' reported r~~
Saturday, Oct. 28, 12:24 .a.m. of Victory Parkway. The car was
dents pull up in front of
ceiving harrassing telephone calls Campus Police received a stolen sometime overnight.
the Cintas Center main en-.·
on his cellular phone while attend- neighborhood complaint concerntrance. One male exited
ing class in Alter Ha!L The suspect ing a loud party on the 3800 block
Sunday, Oct. 29, 1:05 a.m. the car, removed· a $300
has been identified.
of Winding Way. CincinnatiPolice Campus Police received a neighCintas Center all-weather
also responded. A student was borhood complaint concerning a
rug from the lobby, rolled
Wednesday, Oct. 25, 3:05 p.m. warned by Cincinnati Police and loud party in the 90.0 block of
it up and placed it in the
A student discovered the soope~ated.
Marion Avenue. There were ap- •
.trunk. The car then sped
bumper of his vehicle had been
proximately 50-100 people inaway: The suspects were
damaged while parked in the
Saturday, Oct. 28, 2:40 a.m. volved. Students were warned of
indentified and will face
Four subjects were observed the complaint and the noise volNorth lot. The damage may have internal disciplinary
been caused by construction work pushing and crashing grocery carts ume, and moved the party inside.
charges with the Dean of
being done in the area.
in the Health Center parking lot.
Students. The rug was re·One student and three non-students
Monday, Oct. 30, 10:45.a.m.
covered.
were cited for underage consumpThe Xavier Bookstore re-

Police Notes

. PoliceN•
·Ofth;--
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Election·up for grabsstern appearance of Al Gore and notice his knowledge and experience
Contrib1iting Writer
can truly run this country,"
Not sine~ the Carter-Ford election of 1976 has the
seen such
According to Leslie Flood, a
i~
a close election. Democratic cimdifreshman.and Libertarian, "The reason this election is so close is that
date Vice President Al Gore and R.ethe candidates are moving towards
pu~Jican candidate Texas Goverqor ·
the center, and not leaving much
George W. Bush have. been swap-.
· for the voters to decide.·
ping margins in the polls through~'This is the new millennium, and
out the summer arid into the fall.
our next president has some enorOn the weekend of Aug. 11 and
12, Bus.h led by nearly 16 percentmous responsibilities ahead of
him," said Flood.
age points, but Gore stole the lead '
Flood believes the big issues in
on Oct 4 jumping fo an 11 point
Leslie Flood, this election ·are abortion, the relead over his Republican rival.
This week, the lead in the polls
freshman tirement of the "baby-boomers" and
their social security, and the prohas been thrown b&ck and forth with Gore leading on Friday by one more people ate getting out to tection/defense of the First A.mend- ..
point, and Bush stealing it back on vote - this could be good for all ment. "These are all issues that we
·as college students can relate to.
Sunday with a seven point lead in Republican candidates." .
the USA %day/NBCi po!L
Liz Kelly, the vice president We are directly affected and we
In the next few days one candi- of the College Democrats, be- need to find out where the candidate might emerge in the polls, but lieves that the debates will be a dates stand."
which .candidate that will be is still major tooi in.a victory for Al .Gore.
College D,emocrats and Repubup in the ah:. Matt Byrne, vice presi- "Siricethe end of the debates," she. licans will debate this Thursday,
dent of the College Republicans, said, "voters have begun to make Nov. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in CBA 2. All
said "Things are looking good for their decisions: People are begin- are welcome to attend.
George W. [Bush] .. : .the R~publi ning to get tfred of the charm of
can base has. been energized and George W. gush and see past the

week of NOVEMBER 1, 2000 3

Eating· for hunger

MELISSA MOSKO

u.s:

·"The reason this
. election is so close
that the candidate/:
are moving towards
'the center, and not
lea,ving much for the
voters to decide._"

Double Xposure
Assistant Op-Ed
Editor Lori Goetzinger
caught
sophomores Liz
Oho (right) and
Stacy Kim taking
advantage of the
sunlight and doing
some serious romp- .
ing through the
Eden Park Fountain.
..
Submit photos
on campus to
"Double Xposure
Photo Forum," ML
2129 or drop them
off at the Publications House, 3739
Ledgewood Avenue.
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On Monday, students gathered at the Cafe to remember the
hungry. The event was part of Earth and Food Week.

..

"Sunny Days," by Lori Goetzinger

.

.

.

Fast fen; energy
· Earthcare and Earthbread invite you .to participate in a 48hour energy fast from Wednesday,
Nov. l, 8 a.m. through Friday, Nov. 1
3, 8 a.m. Individuals are encour- :
aged to conserve energy during :
this period through the following
activities:
watch less television - play ;
outside - take shorter showers .
- walk. - put away the electriC :
to.othbrush -'- carpool - ·study .
ill kmnges _: .minimize com- :
puter use - · goau nature[ - !
don't use the microwave - ride ·
your bike - play your banjo - :
read a book. ___: swing at the park :
- . go to •Kelley Auditorium on \
Thursday at 7Jim. to learn about :
sustainable agricli~ture . ~ play ,·
boa~d games mvoke conver- 1
s~tionwith ast~anger
.

4
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Around the wotld this week·

. BY NATI SHOHAT, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

Two OrthodoxJewish boys walk past three Israeli policemen at the Western Wall in
Jerusalem last Friday as violence rages in the Middle East So far, in the past month
over 160 people, mostly Palestinians, have died as politicians work on creating a new
peace agreement

Florida grandinotber ·arrested on racketeering charges
LOCAL AUTHORITIES BELIEVE WHEELCHAIR-BOUND 63-YEAR-OLD WAS HEAD OF INTERSTATE DRUG, THEFT RING ~OR 10 YEARS
eteering and conspiracy. An eighth ·ting a cut of the profits, authorities from a y,;allet theft to the merchanHOW IT ENDED
BY NICOLE STARGHOS
suspect, 27-year-old Samantha said. Williams also personally tu- dise sale of the merchandis~ was
.BROCHU
Wilson, remains at large .
Agents said it was Ernestine
tored each of her charges and went shor.t - usually one or two days,
Knight-Ridder Tribune
If convicted of racketeering, afong on almost all of the pick- agents said. Most of the thefts and Williams' son, Timothy Butts, who
Frail and wracked by arthritis, . they each face 15 to 20 years in pocket missions that she called purchases were in Georgia and
was responsible for providing the
Ernestine Williams spends her prison. A first-degree felony, rack- "shopping trips," they said.
other parts of Florida, but Washam operation with drugs and vehicles,
day~ in a.wheelchair.
eteering charges are typically used
Williams personally instructed said the goods were resold in the spending more than $3,000 for
But that didn't stop the to attack organized patterns of her "shoppers" on where to ".shop," area.
rental cars and trucks in seven
Boynton Beach grandmother from criminal· ac~ivity. They were held how to dress and how to talk to the
As yet, agents have identified months.
commanding· a multi state rack- .in lieu of $100,000 bond. All eight white, elderly victims she called no buyers.
Butts also bragged to group
eteering operation for 10 years, suspects have extensive arrest "easy targets." Agents said the
Many members of Williams' core members that he was able to prostate agents said this week.
records, mostly for theft and drug grandmother oftep bragged about group were enticed to join the en- vide stolen credit cards from proIn that time, authorities said, charges.
_
her skills ....:..1f she could walk, she terprise with crack: cocaine, fessfonal athletes·, including Tenshe built a highly organized crime
"You don't have to be a Mafia would be "the best shopper of them Washam said: The so-called "shop- nessee. Titans player Kenneth
. .
ring based in southern Palm Beach don to do orgal)ized crime," said ;ill." · ,
pers" told agents they_ earned up· to Holmes. But it was his mother who
County. Williams' group allegedly Michael D. Washam, special agent
Authorities said Williams di- $1,000 a day and later spent much Washam said was the most enterpicked hundreds of elderly vic- supervisor ofFDLE's (Florida De- vided her operation into .three of it buying drugs from Ernestine
prising and elusive.
tims' pockets and used their sto- partment of Law Enforcement)
groups.
. . Williams, known on the street as
• . Suspicious officers investigating
len credit cards to buy merchan- West Palm Beach office. "This is
The "shoppers" included
·"the drug lady.". .
. retail robberies often stopped her
dise that was later sold for a sub- as organized as they get." ·
person who diverted an older
. Herarresirecorddatesbacktoa ·car after the thefts, he said. But, seestantial profit.
But one of Williams' other chiling a frail woman and a wheelchair
The group left a trail of victims dren said the charges were basein the car, they promptly let her go.
from Miami to Atlanta, Florida De- less; Standing outside the one-bed"Nobody thought that a 60partment of Law Enforcement of- room apartment that Williams
somethi~g-year-old lady in a
ficials said. A good day netted the · shares with five family members,
wheelchair would be involved in
group $52,000, which agents said daughter Tawana Williams, 32,
something like this, when, in fact,
amounted to hundreds of thou- doubfed the charges.
she was the ringleader," Washam
sands ofdollars since 1998.
"If we had a ring, if we were that
said.
big, why would we be struggling
·wHO WAS INVOLVED
and can't eat every day?" the bak·
- Michael D. Washam,
ery worker said. "If we owned evA two-year investigation ended erybody, why are we living here in
special agent, Florida Department of Law Enforcement.
early Wednesday morning when a one-bedroom apartment? If they
the 63-year-olci Williams and three were working for us, they'd be
Election 2000 poll results
family l}lembers - son Timothy bringing us money. We'd have a woman's attention and two others 1960 shoplifting charge and inas of 10/30
Butts, 42; daughter Tomeka Will- bigger house and we'd be riding who dipped into her purse and stole cludes at least 28 theft and drug
charges.
iams, 31; and grandson Jessie Wil- nice in a Lexus car."
the wallet.
liams, 19 :__were rustled from their
Neighbors said they never susThe second group used the stoCNN/USA Today/Gallup
len credit cards and checks to buy pected much was happening in the
beds and charged with racketeerTHE GODMOTHER
Po11 (courtesy CNN)
a laundry list of items- from lawn crowded apartment, but did notice
ing and conspiracy to commit
racketeering.
Ernestine Williams filed for equipment to tele.visions and a _lot of activity.
Bush
47%
"The only thing you can say
Three other high-ranking mem- Chapter 13 bankruptcy in Novem- laptOp computers - tha~ a network
bers of Williams' suspected t~am ber 1997 and son Timothy Butts of potential buyers had "ordered"· about them is that there was a lot of
Gore
44%
people going in and.out," said nurs- daughter Cynthia Brinson, 28, did the same in February this year, ahead of time.
A third group would sell the ing student Petra Amieri. "And there
and Dolores Trevino, 39, and Raul court records show.
Nader
2%
Garcia, 26 - were jailed on indiThe grandmother was smooth, merchandise to its list of buyers for was always a moving true. And
vidual charges related to the thefts. gradually building up a sophisti- a substantial. profit.
you always saw them putting a perThey also were charged with rack- cated 15-person operation and getTo avoid detection, the time son in a wheelchair in cars."

one

''Nobody thought that a 60-somethingyear-old lady in a wheelchair would be
involved in something like this, when, zn
fact; she was the ringleader. "
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I.~Career
Professional Etiquette
Services presents the Second Annual

Seminar & Dinner
vVednesday, November 8th
5 :30-8:00 p.m ..
Schiff Family Conference Center

~ Enjoy a Five-Course Dinner while learning

Professional/Business Etiquette and have a chance to
WIN Fabulous Career-Related DOOR PRIZES!
Seminar Topics Include: Nine Key Rules of Business Dining,
When to Begin Talkirig Business· duririg a Meal, Seating Etiquette,
Napkin Etiquette, The Art of Eating Bread and Rolls, How to Hold
Utensils, How to Handle Difficult to Eat :foods, and more!

Tickets are $12 and can be purchased
Monday-Friday duri:iig "D-ormal business hours at:
Career Services Center, O'Connor Sports Center
Ticket Sales End:. Friday, November 3 at Noon

PROFESSIONAL DRESS REQUIRED!
GIVE ME YOUR ENGLISH MAJORS, YOUR
POLITICALSCIBNCESTuDENTS, YOUR
TIRED MASSES WHO WOULD BE
JOURNALISM MAJORS IF XAVIER
OFFERED JOURNALISM AS A MAJOR.

Sponsored by:

Xavier Career Services, Xavier Wellness Team,
Student Services, Williams College of Business,
and Residence Life

XAVl.ER

WELLNESS

For More Information call Career Services at: 745-3141

·11

I WILL MAKE THEM NEWSPAPER MEN
ANDWOMEN . .
- Thus spoke The Newswire

·~··••lal
·· ... ·;::::·::· ..·:: .." ::

ra $ for the Holidayst ·

al Representatives
We offer:
• $8.00/ho
• $50.00/,

• Oppol'IUni .
part-timee1
· For these posiiions, please
Fifth Third B~ Resun
P.O. Box 2531, Cincinna
jobs@53.com.
Walk-in.~

also .

Equal Oppon

incentive
- or

• Conveni
• Free ch

or

·

13-744-8945 send/fa.x your resume to:
, .~ssing Center, Reference Code: JfPAR,
'45201-2531. Fax: 888- 2-4115. Email:

.~
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OPINIONS AND· EDITORIALS

·15 week of NOVEMBER 1, 2000

NEW'S W'i'llE

~··Erin
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ROTC and S.O.A. separate
ROTC students should be
We at The Newswire want to
respected for their devotion of
congratulate Student Senate for
approving funds for the School
service to the armed forces. These
individuals are training to serve our
of Americas (S.O.A.) trip
country and are willing to sacrifice
sponsored by Pax Christi. The
senators listened to both sides of their lives in it~ defense.
the School of Americas debate
While.there needs to be respect
without getting caught up in the·
for the armed forces, debate about
emotion that the S.O.A. has
military procedures is crucial to
provide information to the public
caused sen~te in the past years.
and for questioning the validity of
We also want to praise the
over 50 students who attended
the military's actions.
Monday's senate meeting.
The framers of the United States
Students who spoke to the
also believed in this principle,
senate,
- - - - - - - - - - - - · . which is why the
·whether in
head of the armed
forces (the
favor or
president) is a
against the
S.O.A., were
civilian, and '
informed and
declaring war and
articulate.
financing the
However,
military is handled
The Newswire
through Congress.
staff does not
ROTCand the
believe the.
S.O.A. are
separate issues
Student
Government
because the
· Association's
students who are
protesting the
·sponsoring of the S.O.A. trip is
S.O.A. believe the human rights
in anyway a vote against the
United States Military's Reserve
violations are occurring in Latin
Officers Training Corps (ROTC) American countries. There has not
been a drive to hinder Xavier's own
that is present on campus.
Because ofour Jesuit values,
ROTC program or other U.S.
miihary operations by these 50
Xavier supports many peace and
justice organizations, offers a
students going to Ft Benning,
Georgia. ROTC students and those
peace studies minor and
encourages discussions of peace. whp support the military should not
Xavier also has a !orig history
consider this motion as a battle lost.
with the ROTC program that
This issue has historically been a
supports students with
heated one. The Newswire hopes
scholarship and traini11g. This
that student interest will continue
conflict of.interest is what makes onto other issues beyond the S.O.A.
In a perfect world, 50 students at a
the debate about the S.O.A. so
interesting and controversial on
senate meeting would be commonth.is campus. And it is necessary
place. But in a perfect world, there
for the discussion to have all
wouldn't even be this discussion.
sides represented.

"While there
n_eeds to be respect
for the armed
forces, debate about
military procedures
is crucial ... "
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.Student voters crucial in election
MOIRA O~MALLEY

for wanting to increas~ government , ·stance for gun rights. Gore takes
spending. "He's a person who the pre-registration stance.
Nov. 7, less than a week away, wants to increase the size and scope
Political leaders are anticipating
is approaching very quickly. The of the federal government,'~ says ·a photo finish on Tuesday. This ·
Presidential Election of2000 is just ' Bush of Gore.· However, the vice year's election has become the
around the corner and many of l,IS presidentwishes to propose a policy tightest presidential contest in
are wondering just whom to _vote limiting the size of the government.
nearly a generation. ABC News
for. · Some of us have applied for He says he will not add a single gov- sponsored a tracking pcill, showing
our absentee ballots and done some ernment worker to the federal pay- Bush and Gore tied at 47 percent.
research on the qmdidates.
roll while he is in office.
The White Hciuse requires 270
Voting should be treated as ·
votes in the electoral college to
something very important, considwin; Gore is leading in states toering we are electing the next'
taling 204 votes, Bush in states toleader of the United States;
taling 205 ..
U$
Many issues are being disputed
The race is obviously between
between the opposing parties. The
Bush and Gore. However, Ralph
candidates' views on these issues
Nader, a third.party candidate, is
may sway niany college students'
scaring Democrats in swing states
votes. Some of the main issues inwhere the race is too close. They
clude abortion, the budget and the
fear it will tiandBush a victory. ·
economy, education, gun control
Let us remember how important
and many others.
Not surprisit is for us to exercise our right to
ingly, the issue with the most voter
vote .. "The election is all about turn
interest is the opposing thoughts on
out. Lots of swing voters and unabortion. Gore takes the prodecided voters will end up staying
Education is another big issue.
choice stance, Bush the pro-life. "Gore promoted his own education home on Election Day.. It's abc:iut
Unfortunately,- many Americans' proposals as a ·better solution. that · which side turns out their base votbeliefs coincide with Gore's ac- would restore quality to public ers," says Democratic political concording to a survey compiled by schools. He questions Bush's capa- sultant Jennifer Laszlo.
VoteMatch. ·
·
With such a close race, please
bilities of handling the education
Another popular issue is the issue. Bush, however; has proposed remember to make a difference in
economy and tax cuts. Bush favors the idea of providing vouchers to our country and vote!
a $1.3 trillion tax rate reduction; fund private schooling.
while Gore favors· $500 billion in
On the issue of gun control, Bush
targeted cuts. Bush criticizes Gore favors a waiting period and takes a
Contributing Writer

''Let remember
how important it is
for us to exercise our
right to vote. "
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Dear Doc,
What would be reasons a
physician would prescribe
marijuana for a patient if it was
legalized? Does Health &
Counseling have this available?
Signed, Tokeman
Dear Tokeman,
It would be used for 'control of
nausea in cancer and AIDS
patients. We do not carry
marijuana on our formulary.
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Dear Doc,
I had a few warts on my hands
treated with some freezer thing
this summer and now they are
ba~k or they might be new.
Does this mean it didn't work?
Signed, "Mr. Prince"
Dear Mr. Prince,
It probably means the virus that
causes the warts wasn't com-

0

c

T A L i<

pletely eradicated from the base of
the wart. You'll need additional
treatments.

Dear Doc,
Can you get malaria from a
person who has it?
Signed, Worry Wort
Dear Worry Wort,
No, mosquitoes transmit it.

Dear Doc,
I'm getting more cold sore · ·
breakouts. Does Health &
Counseling have the medication
to help prevent ttiis?
Signed, Sore Mouth
Dear Sore Mouth,
We can give medication to treat
the cold sores.In extreme cases,
you could take medicine to
prevent an outbreak (it'd be
veryexpensive).

Dear Doc,
I'm hearing about people
becoming potential bone .
marrow dQnors. Can you tell
me what all this is about? Are
people donating bones?
Signed, Future Bone Donor
Dear Future Bone Doner,
A blood test is drawn for the HLA
typing. The results are placed
into the National Marrow Donor
Registry. If there's a match the
volunteer is contacted.
If you decide to go through with
donating, the procedure for
obtaining the marrow
is explained.

.

Questions answered by D1:
James P. Ko11erma11, the medical
director of the Health and
Couseling Ce11te1: Questions for
Doc Talk can be emailed to
oped11ewswire@hot111ail.com
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If.,yOU,"COUld vote for anyone to .be President, who would it b1i··
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-Adam Livingstone

senior·

- LETTERS TO THE

EDITOR~

North Avondale safety debated Victims not at fa ult
'

I am writing this in response to such harsh words, you should get
Steve Bielicki's editori~I in the Oct. your facts straight.
· 25 issue. It is true, many things ·can
I bet you didn't even know that
be expected at Xavier (i.e. "The Pig North Avondale residents have been
Roast, and early Spring Break ... ) begging the city to trim the very
but being held at gun point on bushes in which our gunman was
.Marion is_ not, and should not, be concealed. The fact is, this could
one of them.
have happened to anyone, even you
My sister and I were held at gun Steve. I bet you also didn't know
point two weeks ago on our way to that while I was talklng to the Cina meeting at a friend's house. We cinnati policeman for 45 minutes,
are NOT residents of North at least five shuttles came by to drop
Avondale, so I personally take of- and pick up students. And guess
fense to you, Steve, calling my sis- what? Each shuttle did not wait for
ter and myself "victims of our own every passenger to safely reach their
stupidity."
destination.
My sister lives in Norwood, is
If it wasn't Annie and I who
~-sne'still stupid? I have never -.valked .were victimized first, I would· put
to North Avondale alone, day .or my money, on orie of those passennight, I think that's pretty smart. The gers being the victims on their way
fact is, Steve, that we .were not be- to the side entrance of 922. The
ing stupid that night. We drove to truth is, you can't be prepared for
the meeting. We parked across the something like this, unless you are
street from our friend's house,' we willing to waste your life and not
could see them on the front porch. go out at night on the off chance
.The MOMENT I stepped out of the that you might get victimized.
car; the man was there, gun in my
This is aXavier problem, not just
face.
·
·
a student issue. F'.ven Xavier recog-.'
. You see Steve, I didn't walk to nizes this. Did you know that
North Avondale that night, and I Xavier donates money to N.A.N.A.
don't live there. To be perfectly hon- (North Avondale Neighborhood As. est, that was the first night I had sociation)? And how well is our
been in North Avondale all year. moQey spent? Well, it surely isn't
And neither of us ever "claimed ig- spent on adequate street lighting or
norance on the safety issue," we on trim!Jling the "bushes" in which
aren't perfect and we can't notice our attacker \,\las hiding. Xavier obevery unusual person lurking in ev- viously cares about the safety of its
ery bush. Maybe next time you use students and realizes what you

Cheating' is wrong
If you are like me, you are probably getting to the point where
you,.re wondering why school is
such a drag. Relax, there are only
seven more weeks left, and in that
time there is so much crap left to do
that we feel our eyes are going to
pop out of heads ... guaranteed, kids,
the re.st of the semester is a living
. nightmare. Now, settle down, before you get all freaked out and stick
your head in a toilet. Relax! You've
got some time. Grab a Frappacino
and chill. Or not ...
Anyway, let's go the mailbag.

T

don't: that enrollment will decrease'
as long·as off-campus crimes increase.
I am concerned for the safety of
Xavier students._ The campus seems
to have this mentality in which it is.
well known that North Avondale
isn't safe, but no one ever thinks she.
will be the victim. The point of my
letter is to set the facts straight.
Fact: You don't have to be a resident of North Avondale to be a victim of crime within its neighborhood ..
Fact: My sister and I were not
acting stupidly or ignorantly that
night.
.
. Fact: North A~ondafe isn ·i safe
no matter how you get there
(shuttle, car, foot).
Fact: This could have happened
to anyone at anytime, and anywhere.
Fact: This is by far· the scariest
thing that has. ever happened to my
sister an.d me, and I woul.d have
hoped that we would have the support of the campus on simple issues
such as the lighting of Marion for
the safety of students.
Fact: You don't know the facts,
Steve. Be safe everyone, travel in
groups and a few dollars shouldn't
·be fought over when a man has a
guri in your face.
-Mary Kovaleski

Class of '03

.

In response to the editorial writ-· someone "stupid" when you haven't
ten last week, I would like to add a shared the experience.
I.didn't blame Xavier for anyfew things to my sister's thoughts:
first, the individual who wrote thing involving the incident my sisabout "being a victim to your own ter and I experienced. I simply
stupidity" obviously falls into' the ·stated that our school needs to take
victim of stupidity category. Not action for the sake of our safety. We
only are neither Mary nor I resi- have a voice in this community and
dents of North Avondale, but I too a right to complain and demand
safety.
am a resident of
Please do not
Norwood.
put words into· my
If he thinks
mouth. I love this
Norwood is safe
school, and everyenough to leave
one was very supyour door unportive throughout
locked at night,
the whole experiyou are just askence. It just makes
ing to be the vic~£
"
me mad to read
tim of a crime or
1
such a shallow,
robbery.
false, annoying
Norwood is not
what I would consider safe. ·
letter from a fellow student at
Tdon't know of anywhere stu- Xavier.
I wrote about being held up on
dents live that is that safe. That was
definintely a stupid comment, and Marion to make it known to other
he is definintely an oblivious indi- students so we can all be more safe.
I am not stupid, nor was I acting in·
vidual ... open your eyes.
Second, I would love to see anyway stupid the night we were
what he would have to say if such held up. Stupid - that;s thinking
a thing happened to. him .. Maybe you're safe leaving your doors unsome night when you are walking locked iri Norwood, North
10 feet from your car to your front Avondale or anywhere else around
door in "safe Norwood" and some- Xavier. Get your facts ·straight next
one holds you up or robs your time ... so you don't make yourself
house, your opinion will change. look like· a complete fool in the
It's a hell of a lot easier to call school newspaper.
-Annie Kovaleski

----------------------"Our school
needs to take
·action for the
sake ofour
sa -ety.

Classof'02

no matter \Viiich way you swing.

me find a tactful way of approaching him with this?
Signed, Swinger

advice on how to broach the topic . the fact that his girlfriend has de- fool around. If you are having these
of "threesomes," or whether· you ·cided to swing both ways. This thoughts, the proper thing to do
want to know how to tell him you've brings up, for him, questions of in- would be to sit down and tell him
been having a lesbian affair behind adequacy, etc. Whether or not this what you are feeling. While he may
Hmmm ... ok. Let me first pref- his back. Regardless of what men's is true is irrelevant, it will happen. get pissed, believe me, it will be a
ace my answer by stating that your magazines have to say about three- Then he will begin to realize. the lot less than if you just opened the
sexuality is none of my business. I somes adding spice and excitement whole cheating part of the equa- topic. like this. Just because you
don't care which way you swing· to a relationship, your boyfriend tion. Sexual orientation he may be · want to do something is not an exand it's really none of my concern. does not want to be hit with this in able to deal with - hell, Lou Dia- cuse to do it. There are always ramiI think the most tactful way of ad- this way. Usually the magazines mond Phillips had to adjust. But fications to .actions .
Cheating pisses me off. Cheatdressing this situation is booking"'' suggest a.common friend both par- the fact that you went around beyourself onto Jerry Springer for the ties know and trust. They don't say hind his back without having the ers piss me off. People that make
show "I'm cheating on you ... With to get yourself another lover and balls to tell him to his face is going excuses about it piss me off the
most. I am forever the Love Dog.
A Woman!" Because, let's face it, then bring him/her into the relation- to hurt even worse.
· Third, if you are being intimate
that's .all you are doing is cheating, ship.
Think about how your boyfriend in the relationship, which I am goi.e. being unfaithful, a.k.a. screwDear Love Dog,
ing around behind his !Jack. Basi- is going to feel.· I'm going to as- ing to assume you are, you're putRecently I have been experi- cally, you're using your newfound sume that he cares about you and ting him at risk due to his lack of
menting with my sexuality and I sexual orientation to have another the. whole relationship is not just knowledge about where your new
was wondering how I might ap- · relationship behind·his back. Any- based on sex. If it is just based on partner has been. He doesn't need
proach my boyfriend. about way you slice it, you are not remain- sex then ignore everything else I that stress.
bringing my new lover into our ing faithful to him.
have to say.
Ymir newfound sexuality is irFirst, homeboy has to deal with relevant; it's simply an excuse to
intimate relations. Can you help
I'm· curious whether you want
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Nader unfairly left out Parking reserved fOr tuition payers
I write to you today not as a fel" candidate carries are obtained from
low student concerned about a cam- a sampling of "likely" voters. This
pus issue, but rather I write to you means that if a person is not likely
as a fellow citizen concerned about to vote because of his or her disthe state of democracy in our fair gust with the two party system, then
country. For those of you who don't the pollster hangs up on him or her.
know, Green Party presidential canConsidering that only 45 percent
didate Ralph Nader was barred. of eligible voters went to the polls
from attending the presidential de- for the last presidential election, it
. bates simply because of his politi- is not hard to imagine that a larg~
cal beliefs.
··
portion of the population is not
Understand that he did not in- planning on voting in this year's
tend to participate but only to be election. Perhaps if a real alternapresent to hear the candidates and tive was seen by more people, then
he possessed the
this large block
proper credentials. - - - - - - - - - - - - - of "unlikely"
Despite this, the
voters would
Commission. on
make a move to
Presidential Dethe polls.
bates (a private orIn closing, as
ganization run oy
the generation
the Republi~a~~
ready to inherit
and Democrats)
this
country
had Nader refrom our baby"
moved from the
bgomer parents,
. respective camI urge each and
puses by armed
every one of you
state police.
to examine un-.
This is an out~
der what type of
rage! I have never _
government you
seen a more blatant violation of want to live and raise children. If
someone's civil rights. Mr. Nader you want a society in which big
was discriminated against because money corporations dictate the
of who he is - a threat to both can- choice of candidates and type of.
didates. If you watched the debates legislation passed, then vote for
then you know that neither candi- Bush or Gore. However, if you dedate was impressive and both sire to regain a country in which the
agreed on many issues. Nader was people's interest dictates legislation
excluded because of rules estab- and large corporations are held relished by the two major parties de- sponsible for their harmful actions
signed to prevent third party candi- to workers and the environment,
dates from getting free.exposure to then cast your ballot for Ralph
the voting public.
Nader. After all, he has been workBut Ralph Nader is polling so ing for our safety and to protect our
low nationally, would including environment for the past 30~some
him in the debates really make a years.
difference? Consider . that before
- Jason Triplett
the gubernatorial debates in MinClass of'Ol
nesota Jesse Ventura was polling
eight percent, and he ended up win~
ning the election! Also, the polls •
used to determine the percent each

''Mr. Nader was
discriminated
against because of
who he is-a
threatio ·both
candidates. "

I am a commuter. Being a commuter, I park in the commuter parking lot, have my neat little parking
pass and I am a happy little commuter. At least I w_as until one day
last week when I discovered that I
had.peen issued a·$20 tiCket for no
logical reason, at which point I became a very pissed off commuter.
You see, I had_ parked in one of
the Schiff Family Conference Center Event Reserved spaces. These
are .exactly what they sound like spaces reserved only in case of a
special event at the Conference
Center. Since there· was, supposedly, an event in the Conference
Center that day, I received a ticket.
The problem was, not only did I
not see an event going on, I saw
nothing that would even remotely
point to the possibility of an event
occurring that day. No sign saying, '.'Event here," or some other
clever phrase like that. Just the
same semi-empty parking lot I see
every day when I drive to campus ..
Which brings me to another cu- .
rious point;. the parking.lot was by ·
no means full. In fact the row that
contains the reserved spaces was
not even fuil. Beith when I arrived
and when I left there were numerous spaces available which makes
me wonder why a security officer
deeided that my space was so necessary for an ''.Event-Goer" during

The bottom line is this is simply
another example of Xavier forgetting its reason for being~ Xavier
does a lot for us, but sometimes forgets it exists solely for the students;
and without the students_ Xavier is
nothing. Are the people who use
the Conference Center that much
more important than the students
who go to class (and whose tuition ·
paid for the Conference Center)? Is
Bellarmine Chapel so much more
important than every other place on
campus that you can ignore all
· parking laws when going there?
As for the tickets that were issued, if you really don't want me
to park in those spaces during
events you need to let people know
when those times are. If there will
be times when the spaces are reserved then post those times in the
ad_ded to injury when I was driving . parking lots. Not knowing when
past campus Sunday night. There "events" are occurring will not stop
before my incredulous eyes were me from parking in those spaces,
dozens upon dozens of people and all the tickets accomplished was
parked all along both sides of Her- to squeeze just a little more money
ald and Ledgewood, places clearly out of already poor college kids. So
designated by the big white signs how about being a little more courwith red letters as "No Parking." So . teous next time, and at least let us
apparently it is ok to break the rules know when certain spaces are reif you are going to church (and isn't served for people more important
that an interesting statement) but than us.
-Matt Wagner
not if you are going to class or, God
Class of'Ol
forbid, parking in a (*gasp*) Schiff
Family _Conference Center Event
Reserved Space.

the hour I was at class. Did I really
inconvenience someone so much- as
to merit a ticket? Not that I was the
only one ticketed, I saw at least 20
other people ticketed for the same
horrible offense, which makes you
wonder whether the problem Hes in
the students or somewhere else.
A few nights later insult was

"The bottom line
is this is simply
another example of
Xavier forgetting its
reason for being. "

lJ~~
Proof Operations·

Intern Position

Part-Time
Communications/PR/Marketing

2nd Shift • 6:30pm-Finish
5 Days: Monday-Friday or 4 Days: Friday-Monday
If you ever wanted to get your foot in the door of
one of the most profitable banks in the nation, now
is your chance! Employees enjoy excellent benefits
such as:·
• Career growth and stability
•Tuition assistance
• Excellent medical/dental
• Free employee checking
• Base and incentive pa>'
• Free parking in a secured area
·
• Annual performance bonus
• Company.matchc~d 401 Kand more!.
We currently have positions available for candidates
with the following qualifications:
•·Prior stable work history
• Excellent attendance
• Experience in data cntry/10-kcy skills
If you mc~et the above qualifications, please call
Tanya Minella at 513-744-8097 cir send resumes to:
Fifth Third Bank, Resume Processing Center,
Reference Code: TJMPRF, P.O. Box 2531, Cincinnati,
OH 45201-2531. Email: jobs@53.com. Fax: 888·
892-4115. Fifth Third Bank is an .equal opportunity
employer.

m!1!!~1!~.ilr~. lt~!!~
www.53.com

The Communications/Marketing department for a non-profit housing agency needs a team
player to assist with our multiple projects. We will offer you solid, real world
.
experience in communications, marketing, and public relations with competitive compensation.
You will construct presentations on a variety of topics; assist with preparing newsletters,
developing marketing campaigns, and PR events; you will also assist with out web site
development, etc. If you have the following qualifications, we may have. the perfect job for you.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-starter, excellent writing skills, organizational skills, detailed-oriented
Excellent business communication skills
Solid computer knowledge, proficient in MS office, Pagemaker, scanner, Photoshop
Thrive in handling multiple tasks, multiple priorities, and working in a fast-paced and
challenging environment
Majoring in Communications, English, Marketing or a related field
Some office adtriinistrative
experience
......
W eh-related skills are a plus
Enthusiastic, ·energetic, and accountable
Please send resume with a cover letter to:
Diana S. Zhang
Cincinnati Metropolitan Housing Authority
16 West Central Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45210
Fax: 513-977-5606
Email: Dzhang@cintiffiha.com
CMHA is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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If your grcides qren't
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becoming.to you,
~you·should be coming to us.~

•
•
•
•
Xctvier University Lectrning Assistctnce
•
•
745-3280
•
•
1st floor Kuhlmctn
•
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •
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We have weekend shifts available in our Lockbox department. The hours are Saturday
and Sunday, 7am-5pm. In the Lockbox department you are responsible for processing
consumers' payri1ents made to various companies.

Weoffer: .
• Oti:Shift Bonus
• Free Parking
• Free Checking
•Tuition Assistance
• Excellent Medical and Dental Insurance
• Company-Paid Profit Sharing (13%-15% of your annual earnings after I year)

A Tremendous Selection of Name Brands
Thousands of New Arrivals Every Day! .
: Village Discount Outlet Coupon

Ba.ttk ls what vou 11eed!
Lockbox Clerks

• Stable work history (job hoppers will not be considered)
• I0-key/data-entry skills
• Detail-orientation and strong organizational skills
•Ability to work in a fast-paced environment
For consideration, please contact Tanya Minella at: 513~744-8497 or stop in at our
Fountairt Square location lo complete an application or send your resume .indicating
Position Title: Lock!>ox Clerk and Reference Code: TJMLBW, to: Fifth Third Bank,
Resume Processing Center, P.O. Box 2531, Cincinnati, OH 45201-2531. H11c: 888892-4115. Email: jobs@53.com. Fifth Third Bank is an equal opportunity employer.

www.53.com
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XU gets 2 seed for A-16 Tourney
Musketeers riding 12-game unbeaten streak, face Massachusetts in first round .
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

XU sports wrap
RIFLE: Xavier defeated
Tennessee Tech here on Saturday
by the score of 6188 to 6077.
Junior Danielle Langfield led the
way for Xavier, establishing a career high of 1178 in XU's 4652- ··
4564 smallbore competition victory. Langfield added a 3~0 in air
rifle to achieve a career-high
1558 combined score. Sophomore Thrine Kane tied a career
high with an 1171 score in the
small bore. Her 396 in the air rifle
competition helped Kane to establish~ personal best combined
score of 1567.
CROSS COUNTRY: Both
teams travelled to Pittsburgh this
past weekend to compete in the
Atlantic IO Conference Championships.
Led by A- IO Rookie-of-theWeek Molly J(rumpelbeck, who
finished the SK course in 28th
place with a time of 18:54, the
women's team placed seventh at
the championships, XU'.s highest finish in school history. Freshmen Patty Green and Claire Beck
also ran well, as Green ran a
19: 18 to finish 38th. while Beck's
19:32 was good for 40th place. .
The men's team finished 10th
as freshman Matt Graham and
sophomore Josh Masters finished
45th and 47th, respectively.
WOMEN~s

TENNIS:

The Musketeers endured a difficult week as they fell to both Cincinnati and George Washington
at home. On Wednesday Oct. 25,
UC defeate<;! the Musketeers 8-1
with junior Beth Abraham and
sophomore Maggie Nafziger
teaming together for the only XU
win. On Friday, Xavier played
better but still fell· to GW 5-4.
Abraham and Nafziger again
won in doubles, while seniors
Natalie Palmenter and Tracie
Fraunfelder and junior Kerrie
Kramer picked up singles wins.
The Musketeers finished their
fall season with a record of 2-3
overall and 1-1 in the Atlantic IO
Conference.
-Matt Miller

Men's basketball
The Xmen get things started
on Friday night Nov. 3 when they
play host to tlie California AllStars at 8 p.m. This will be the
first-ever basketball game played
at the Cintas Center.

Sometimes there 11re teams that
get hot and sometimes there are
teams that.catch fire. The Xavier
· women's soccer team would be the
latter. With the conferel)Ce tour- ·
nament coming up this weekend,
they are playing their best soccer
at the right time of the year, except they've been playing this way
for two months.
Since their 3-1 victory over Oregon on Sept. 22, they have.not lost
a game. As a result of their play
they. have enjoyed a 12-game unbeaten streak, which includes nine
straight wins.
Remaining undefeated for 12
games is one thing, but giving up
only three goals is phenomenal.
They have outscored their 12 different opponents 21-3. This past
weekend Xavier beat. George
Washington 1-Q and Virginia Tech
3-1, to close out their regular season at 12-6-1. As a result of their
. success, the Musketeers have.
earned a No. 2 seeding in this·
weekend's upcoming Atlantic IO
Championship Tournament.

TOURNEY TIME
This weekynd Xavier will host
the women's A-IO Championship.
Xavier, Dayton, ti:Mass and Rhode
Island are the four teams that have
qualified for the A-10 Tournament.
In the first round, Dayton will
play Rhode Island at 5:30 p.m. and
Xavier will play UMass at 8 p.m.
The winners will then play on Sunday in the Championship at noon.
. Riding a J2"game .unbeaten
streak, Xavier looks like a team.that
could do some damage. The tournament promises to be a close qne ..
All four teams played each other
last week and three of the four
games went to overtime. With such
great equality among the four teams
it has the makings of being a great
weekend of soccer. ·
"Our chances of winning are
quite good, they're as good as any.. one else's," said Quinn." It's a tour-.
nament anyone co~ld win. Even
Rhode Island could win it.
"We feel confident coming into
it and we are seeded the highest that
we've ever been. It's not a guarantee for anyone, it's truly anybody's
XAVIER 1, CiW 0 (OT)
,
. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
tournament."
In their last conference game of Freshman Tracy Veith dribbles the ball up the field in the team's
"This is a great opportunity for
the season, the Musketeers would 3- l victory overVirginia Tech on Sunday.
us to host it and showcase women's
look to take advantage of the 5-12
Colonials. Only one problem: the hard time keeping ·up with number penalty kick and sealed the Xavier A-10 soccer to the Cincinnati area,"
Colonials' record didn't represent 21 [Kim Warner]. To our credit, we victory in the 83rd minute.
said Quinn.
This Friday, come down to
exactly how good of a team they hung tough the entire game and
"It was a great day to honor our
are.
seniors; We got a lot of people on Corcoran Field and watch the Mus. won," said Quii;m. ·
"They were one of the best 5With that win, Xavier ended its the field and we still came away keteers dominate on their home
12 teams I've seen," said head conference play with a recor.d of 8- with a 3: 1. win," said Quinn.
field. The winner of the A-10 Tourcoach Ron Quinn.
With that win, Xavier ended the nament advances to the NCAA
1-1, good enough for the No. 2 seed
Xavier and GW battled through in the A-10 Championships. ·
regular season with a 12-6-1 re7ord. Tournament.
90 minutes of scoreless soccer and
needed an overtime period to deVEITH HONORED
XAVIER 3, VIRGINIA TECH 1
cide the winner.
.
Not only was this the final regu~
There Is no doubt that Xavier's
· Scoring the game-winning goal Jar season game but it was also Se- school record ~2-game unbeaten·
was senior Margaret Broe. Broe nior Day for the women's team. streak has been a team effort. Evmade a run to the top of the six- Erin Coley, Kassey Wagner, Mary. erybody has played a part in it, esyard box and volleyed a perfect Sue Wolfer, Suzanne Bain, Lisette pecially the defense and the goal·cross from sophomore Katie Por- Thiel, Laura De Vore, Annette keeper. Allowing just three goals
ter past the keeper. It was a fan- Gruber and Margaret Broe were the in 12 games is incredible.
tastic goal and an exciting way to eight seniors who were honored this
Sophomore goalkeeper Megan
end a hard~fought battle.
year.
Veith was recognized as A-10
"Katie Porter really set it up. It
Xavier jumped out to an early Player-of-the-Week for her outwas nice to see her do that and then lead when Porter scored her first standing play this past week.
Margaret came and knocked it in," goal of the season. Freshman Lind- Against GW she recorded 10 saves
said Quinn about the game-win- say Yonadi added the second goal and earned her ninth shutout of the
ning goal.
·
before halftime to give the Muske- season. With that shutout victory
"We had trouble getting through teers a 2-0 advantage. Finally, she tied the all-time school record
all game. Defensively we had a Gruber scored the third goal on a for shutouts in a season. She al-

x

Wednesday, Nov. 1

Around campus
The volleyball team's match
against D~yton ori Wednesday
Nov. l will be "Pack the Student
Section'' night. Students in attendance will be treated to some
post-Halloween candy from head
coach Floyd D.eaton.
If the women's soccer team
advances to the championship
game on Sunday Nov. 5, tickets
for the game will be distributed
to the first 200 students who arrive outside of the student dining center on Saturday Nov. 4,
beginning at 5 p;m. Sunday's
•
game is at noon. J A
- oe ngo 11a

lowed just two goals in her final
1,086 minutes of play this season.

Asst. Sports Editor

•Volleyball vs. Dayton
at 7p.m.

Friday, Nov. 3
•Rifle hosts Walsh match
at 8 a.m.
•Dayton vs. Rhode Island
at 5:30 p.m. *
•Swimming vs. Louisville ·
at6 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. George
Washington at 7 p.m.
•Women's soccer vs. UMass
at 8 p.m. *

EVENT

On Tan
•Men's basketball vs.
california All-:Stars.at 8 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 4
•Rifle hosts Walsh match .
at 8 a.m.
•Voll~yball vs. Morgan State
at 5 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 5
•Rifle hosts Walsh Match .

ate a.m.
•A-10 women's soccer
championship game *

Friday, Nov. 10 ·
•Rifle hosts Walsh match·
at 8 a.m.

* A-1 o Tournament games to
be played at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball matches take
place in the Cintas Center.
Home rifle matches take
place in the Armory.
Home basketball games take.
place in the Cintas Center.
Home swim meets take place
in the O'Connor Sports Center.
Home games are in bold

of the .

WEEK
A-10 WOMEN'S SOCCER
TOURNAMENT

Frid.ay and Sunday at
• .Corocoran Field
The Muskies will be defending their home turf
against UMass, Dayton and
Rhode. Island in a quest for
an NCAA Tournament bid.
Home-field advantage only
matters if the hometown fans
sho,w up to support the team.
Sacrifice some time from
your weekend to help out the
team.
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Volleyball a lock forA-10 Championships
Bachus earns.third Player;.of-the-W~ek award; team wins eighth straight
.

BY JOE ANCiOLIA
Sports Ediior

Three.more victories this past
week, inclµding one against previously undefeated Temple, have
thrust the Xavier volleyball team
into a tie for first place In the Ate
lantic .10 and allowed the 'team to
clinch a spot in the conference
·championships.
The Musketeers followed up a
win over Duquesne by knocking off
Temple on Friday i:iight (the Owls'
first conference loss) and sweeping
La Salle the following night, extending their winning streak to eight
games in the process.
- The win over La Salle guar~nteed the Musketeers a spot among
the four teams in the A-10 Champiortships. Already joining.XU in
the tournament are Temple and
George Washington. Dayton and
UMass are battling it out for the final spot.
Aside from the team's achievemen ts this past weekend, junior
Sara Bachus was again named the
A-10 Player-of-the-Week.. Bachus
earned her third award of the year
after averaging 4.8 kills and 3.0digs

per game in the Muskies' three
matches this past week.
.
In the win against La Salle,
Bachus recorded her l,OOOth kill,
becoming just the fourth Xavier
player to achieve that milestone during her junior year. 'on the season,
Bachus ranks first in the conference
in hitting percentage with a .388 clip
and third in kills per game with a
4.44 average.

XAVIER DEFS. DUQUESNE
(16-14, 15-3, 15-12)
Xavier welcomed the Dukes to
the Cintas Center last Tuesday but
was hardly a gracious host, dropping
their visitors in straight games.
The Dukes kept it close in the
first game, forcing the Muskies to
earn 16 po.ints before winning,.but
fell off in the second. game, losing
15-3. ·Though they picked up the
pace in the third game, XU again
prevailed; sweeping the match after
a 15-12 victory.
.
Junior. Jill Hampton led the way
with a 15-kill, 18-di_g double-.
double. Bachus was the only other
player to top 10 kills, finishing with
16 on the night.. Senior Tami Ores
dished out 44 assists and 12 digs in
the winning effort. Junior Amanda
Lang posted five kills and nine digs
despite playing in just one game.

XAVIER DEFS. TEMPLE
(12-15, 15-9, 15-.13, 15-11).
Not only did the Owls' enter the
.. ~011t~st uw:tefeat~d_ in .A-1.0 play;
· they also had managed to sweep the
Musketeers in the.two teams' prev,ious meeting. If the team's five-game
match against UMass on Oct. 20 had
been a "war," as head coach Floyd
Deaton called it, this match was

a

"WWIII," as each game was
closely fought contest that came
down to who wanted itmore.
The Owls came out as the top
team in the conference in the first
game, jumping all over XU for an
early 7-1 lead. The Musketeers appeared to be out of sync as their
offense was offset by a strong
Temple front line that prevented
many shots from getting through.
Down 4-14, the tide began to
turn in favor of the Musketeers, as
the team fought off three game
points and brought themselves ·
within twq points, 12-14.
Their effort wasn't rewarded
· though, as the Owls finally earned
their 15th point and the win.
The Musketeers 'used the momentum from their late rally to
carry them in the second game. XU
went point for point with.the Owls,
refusing to back down. Temple had
kept it close for most of the game,
;ti!lll
trailing just 9-8. Xavier turned it
up from there, taking the game on
a finesse·shot from Hampton.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARAH RICHTER
Game three would prove just as Senior Gina Geraci (left) and junior Sara Bachus (right) defend
tough for the Musketeers, as they an opponent's volley in a recent match at the Cintas Center.
found themselves gridlocked at 99 midway through the game. XU 20-kill, '16-dig double-double .. The when they welcomed 0-10 La
jumped on top 13-9 but watched ·Musketeers also received .double- Salle to.the Cintas Center. The Exas Temple cut the deficit to one, 13- doubles from Hampton (16 kills, 14 · · plorers didn't put up much of a
12. Xavier used a couple of kills digs), Lang (13 kills, 21 digs), fightagainsttheMusketeers,even
· from Bachus and a block at the net Sophomore Katey Wygant (10 kill, with a majority of the reserves seeto earn the final points, taking the 10 digs) and Ores (61 assists, 13 ing playing time, falling to the
digs),
·
broom in three games.
·
game 15-13.
Freshman. Kimberly Cockerel
Bachus led the team with 12
In the fourth game, the Musketeers survived a .·r·:
late• .run
by- (..the chipped in 11 kills in the winning kills (including the l ,OOOth of her
'• l
career) followed by Hampton with
Owls (who came back from a 13-5 effort.·
11 kills. Senior Gina Geraci posted
deficit to make it 13-11) and a 20
a team-high 10 digs in the win.
XAVIER DEFS. 1,LA SALLE
minute blackout in the Cintas Cen(15-7, 15-8, 15-5)
ter, to hand the Owls their first conThe Musketeers were able to reference loss of the year. · .
Bachus led the way with a solid lax a little bit the following night

~:~,~~;·~··
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Men's season comes to disappointing end
BY PETE DOWIATT
Sports Writer

_

The men's .soccer season has
come to a close. In the last week of
the season, the Musketeers tried to
secure a spot in the Atlantic 10
Championships, but came up short.
They lost the last three games of the
year and any hopes of making the
playoffs.

minute, giving them a huge 3-0 lead.
Senior co-captain Koen Kuiken
scored Xavier's lone goal, heading
th.e ball into the back of the net off a
free · kick from senior Josh
Hammerschmidt. The desperation
in the final 15 minutes was evident,
but the·Muskies were unable to put
anythi,µg together.
Senior Paul Wesseling had five
saves in the effort, while the Musketeers had only four shots in the
game. The loss dropped Xavier to
4-13 overall and 4-5 in the A-10.

OW put the game away early in
the second half, scoring in the 48th
minute. The score remained 3-1
until 80:48 when OW was able to
put a df,':flected shot in the Qack of
the net. The final score was 4-1.
Xavier had only six shots in the
match while allowing the Colonials
to get off 22. Wesseling had four
'saves, and senior Jeff Stumpf had
one. Xavier finished 4-6 in A-10,
and fell to 4-14 overall.

DAYTON 3, XAVIER 1 I
Xavier's demise came a week
ago on Senior Night, when they
VIRGINIA TECH 4, XAVIER 2
faced Dayton, the top team in the
Xavier's season finale was
Atlantic 10. Xavier started the
GEO. WASH. 4, XAVIER 1
against former Atlantic 10 foe Virgame squarely in a match that
In the final A-10 game of the ginia Tech. The game was conwould clearly be a challenge for the year; they travelled to D.C. to face .trolled mostly by the Hokies, but
Muskies.
,George Washington. OW needed to Xavier .did make a .run late in the
They were challenged early and win this game in order to help se- game.
often in the first half, and the Fly- cure the last spot in t~e A-10 TourVT got on the board first by
ers were able to get on the board ney. The Colonials would control scoring on a breakaway 23 minutes
on a rebound with just under three the game and their own destiny by in. In the 40th minute, the Hokies
minutes to play before the break. defeating Xavier.
scored again to make the lead 2-0.
TheXavierdefensecollapsedonce
During the first 20 minutes, Two minutes later, they increased
more in the first half. With only Xavier kept pace with OW, and was the lead to three as a VT forward
seven seconds to go in the half, even able to score. Hammerschmidt headed a ball off a free kick into
Dayton scored on a fast break. The ·put the Musketeers on the board at the back of the net. The Hokies led
Muskies had only one shot in the 19:47 by heading the ball over th~ ·3-0 at halftime.
first period.
OW keeper. This 1-0 lead held for
Xavier cut into.Virginia Tech's
The secqnd half proved to be about 15 minutes.
lead in the second half. Junior Rob.
more. competitive, as the Xavier
The Colonials got their first goal Bakker knocked the ball into the
players knew they had to win this off a corner kick in the 35th minute. goal on a penalty kick that was
game in order to have any hopes of . They scored again three minutes awarded because'Of a handball. The
making it to theA-10 Tourney. The before 'the .half on a penalty kick, goal came in the 57th minute. JunFlyers, however, continued to play giving them a 2-1 lead over XU at· ior Andy Crouch scored on a
their game and s~ored in the 70th intermission.
header at the 64: 3 7 mark.

Hammerschmidt was credited with lands, star.ted in every game of his
an assist on the goal. Virginia Tech · collegiate career save two. This
put the match away seconds later, year, he flaunts a phenomenal 0.87
scoring from 20 yards out at 64:56. goals against average in A-10 play.
In the 4-2 loss, Xavier had 18 Wesseling has been one of
shots, and Wesseling had five saves. Xavier's most talented players, and
Xavier finished the s~ason with a 4- proved to be an excellent leader OJJ
the field through all four years of
15 record.
play.
Stumpf, Wesseling's backup,
SEASON WRAP UP
. On the whole, the season was not will also graduate this year. Ala disappointment. The Musketeers though it was difficult to shine in
suffered from a lack of goal scoring, Wesseling's shadow, Stumpf imbut had numerous chances to do so. proved greatly while playing_ for
Many times, the luck just would not Xavier. "We don't give out MVP
and MIP; but every year it has been
·go the Muskies' way.
For a stretch though, Xavier was Jeff Stumpf," said Hermans.
Kuiken (Harderwyk, Netherable to convert, winning some games
· in the process. They had a legitimate lands) rounds out the international
shot at making the A-10 Tournament, aspect of this year's class. In 1997,
and came together well in t~e latter he was nam~d A-10 .Rookie-ofpart of the season. This was due in the-Year, and .. since then, he has
part to the l~adership of senior play- .progressed greatly in skill and
ers, some of whom were injured dur- leadership. Kuiken's defense is
outstanding, arid he is extremely
ing the beginning of the season .
. Hammerschmidt will leave versatile on offense as well.
The Musketeer's have a lot to
Xavier as the school's all-time assist
re.cord holder. In his four years, he look forward to next year. They .
has amassed 29 assists. Also, he . lose just three starters, and will
scored 20 career goals. He1:ld coach have a little more experience goJack He~mans considers him "our ing into next season.
best player. We count on him to be
· one of our stars, and he is."
Half of Hermans' international
flavor in this recruiting class comes
in the· package of Wesseling.
Wesseling, from Zaandan, Nether-
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Yes, this is similar to the last trash you saw from us. It is as exciting as the re-run of "Friends" or "Home
Improvement" on FOX. that you are seeing for the third, fourth or ninth time. Thank God for ·"Married with
Children" Oil FX. We here at SGA are normal people like you and want your input. Read below and show your
love for the Biz!
· ·

~--~---~----------~
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. ''X TALK''
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Yes, nothing has changed. Bust your rear and get a chance to feast with the best. Laura;Carnaghi and
Jon Suhre.are putting forth an effort this year for more good stuff. If you enjoy seeing food in an
administrator's teeth, this is your thing. Is it a go? Contact Laura or Jon @ 745-3094.

POSSESS ISSUES WITH SODEXHO-MARRIOT?
Do you have problems with/compliments for campus dining? Are the late hours not accommodating
you?· Drop Alex Fajardo an email at senatoralexfajardo@hotmail.com.

r-------------~------

1
I
I
I
I

Money Matters
Xavier Band
TRIP TO ST. LOUIS ..

CHRONIC COUCH POTATO
Finding it harder to get distracted from those pesky papers with the currentselection of campus
televisiqn? Well, missing episodes of "The Sopranos," good Skinamax and Premier Soccer bites the big
one. Do you feel that more channels should be added to the Xavier cable system? Email your suggestions to Alex Fajardo at senatoralexfajardo@hotmail.com.
·

CALLING ALL COMMUTERS .

Club needs money? Casey Shuff@ 745-3094
_Want to start a club? Kelly Borchers @ X.-3094
?'s for Senate? JP Engelbrecht@ X-3995
?'s aliout community service? Jolie Kwan @ X-3094
?'s about SGA? Jeff Pugh @ X-4249
Co-sponsorship? Scott Martz @ X-3534
SAC? Katie Wolesky @ X-2867
Dis page? Michelle Manassah@ X-3094 ·
Student Affairs? Natosha Cuyler-Sherman @ X•3094

.Tracy LaHote
Meagan Quick
Chris Simms
Aaron Towns
.Chris Cansino
Katie Doll
Sarah Gamm
Carolyn Gau

There's No Pl-ace Like
·Homecoming 2000
·.

.

.

I

Events Sponsored by Student Activities Council Nov. 12-17
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Midnight Snack

White Castle Eating
Contest

Dark Side Over the
Rainbow

1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Residential Mall

Wizard of Oz with
Pink Floyd
8:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Cintas Banquet Room

10 p.m. - midnight
Residential Mall
*Homecoming Challenge*

(Definitely. curing a case of
the Mondays. Barf.)·
*Homecoming Challenge*

Wednesday

Thursday

Munchkin Money
March

Wizard Fortunes

8 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

Noon- 4 p.m.
Nieporte Lounge

Meet in Kelley Aud.

*Homecoming Challenge*

*Homecoming Challenge*

Lip Sync Contest
8p.m.
Tucker's Lounge

$633.

lntenzational Student Organization
LATIN DANCE

$350

Amnesty lntenzation.al
REGIONAL CONFERENCE

$430

College Republicans
ANNUAL BUDGET

$500

I Pax Christi
I . PROTEST@ FORT
I BENNING, Ga.
I Remember, all funding

$1,196

RESULTS ARE NOT GOOD. $25 @ THE BOOKSTORE IS A.
GOOD TmNG. YOU WANT SOME OF THE. GOOD THING. I

elcome New
SACers ...

BACCHUS
TRIP TO ST. LOUIS

$1,910

i WANT IDEAS NOW! I TRY VERY HARD AND THE

Questions? _ Check
her~ for answers:

$2,700

Entrepreneurs' Organization
TRIP TO CHICAGO

Mehrdad Safavian is starting a survey regarding issues commuters face. Drop Mehrdad an email if
you are a commuter who wants to give any ideas or suggestions on making your life easier. Afterall, isn't
that why we're here? Don't forget the email - MehrdadXU@yahoo.com.

We want some inspiration. Be it good, bad or ugly, I want personal entertainment. The effort is out
·there. We want some. We will compensate you accordingly. We want a slogan and/or logo that best
describes the Student Government Association. Our censors are on vacation and I am not easily
offended. So send your goods and evils to the locations below. If your slogan is chosen,. you will receive
a $25 gift certificate at the XU Bookstore. Entries can be submitted by the Web-savvy to
SGABiz@yahoo:com or dropped off at SGA office in the Dolly Cohen Room at O'Connor Sports Center.

New Clubs
. .
Middle Eastem Culture Student Assoczatzon
College Republicans

..

granted requires the fundraising
and repayment of 30 percent of all funds granted.

'' --------------------,
.

Student Act~vi tes
Council
CO-SPONSORED EVENTS
.SAT., NOV. 11
6 PM FIELDHOUSE
$10 AIMCSSION

SAT., NOV. 18
8 PM KELLEY

Third

Annual

Greek Fest

Don't ·Tell
Anna

FREE

JP, thanks for the intense and di Iigent effort put forth.
We are glad to see yo.u didn't burn out so quickly.. See ya
··
'roundguy. -SGA

SAC UPDATE: The Paintball even.t has been
postponed until Sat., Nov. 4. Buses will leave at
11:30 am. I/you ar.e interested, call 745-3534.
The new SGA off ice is located in
the Dolly Cohen Room in the
O'Connor Sports Center. Drop by.
sometime.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
: Present this coupon when you buy
· : your_ homecoming 9ance ticket and
*Homecoming Challenge*
:.
receive
•
Friday
Homecoming Dance ••
•
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
•
Cintas Center
•
.
••
Homecoming
PRE-SALE TICKETS~
•
$13 each on sale 11/15-11/17
••
11 a.m. - 7 p~m. Nieporte Lounge
•
*Homecoming Challenge*
••
(see coupon at right)

•.

..

$1 OFF your
.

.

Ticket
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One all-nighter spent in front of a computer
monitor (with 2-liter Mt. Dew-and bag ofTostitos)

$5.50

One set ofWebster's Dictionary, Roget's .Thesaurus
and MLA Handbook (stiJI shrink-wrapped)

$~5.00

·-

·On~. used

copy of Plato's Republic from
the XU book~tore (extremely overpriced)

$59.99

One SO-minute session with a James A. Glenn
Writing Cente.r consultant

PRiBILIS5

'i . There are some things money can i buy. One of .
<,
. them is your .next appointment with a writing cen. ·• '::i<·>·te,r consultant. Call us today (745-2875) or visit ·
' :,' ·our:website (www.xu. edulwritcntr).
-~:'.

.

.:io;~n

~

9.30-8.30 Monday through Thursday,
9:30-3.30 F_ridayand 1.00-9.00 Sunday.

745-2875
.
..
,·

.. ·

James A.

Glenn

13
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Notevery DVD really liv~s
PARAMOUNT FALTERS AT DELIVERING ONE OF THE CENTURY'S GREATEST FILMS VIA DVD

Art museum
Now through Dec. 31, the Toledo Museum of Art presents The
American West: Out ofMyth, Into
Reality.
Experience the works of
Charles
Deas·,
Frederic
Remington and many others
whose art remain the best depictions of the American West. Images of buffalo, the vast Westem
landscape, Native Amer.icans,
cowboys, gunslingers, prairie
women, wagon trains and the
struggle to survive against the
harsh, uncivilized West reveal
the archetype of the folklore of
the American West.
For more information, call
Adrian Lilly at (419)'255-8000.

Art museum II
On Wednesday, Nov.. 8, the
Cincinnati Art Museum presents
Gallery Talk: Julie Aronson, who
is the curator of painting and
sculpture at the .Cincinnati Art
Museum.
Join prominent local artists,
historians, ·critics and curators for
a lively discussion about European Masterpieces: Six Centuries ofPainting from the National
Gallery ofVictoria, Australia exhibition. ·
Free with exhibition admission. For more information, call
639~2954 or on the web at
www.cincinnatartmuseum.org.

Art museum III
. Friday, Nov. 3, from 10:30
a.m.-5p.m. the Cincinnati Art
Museum presents Music and
Masterpieces.
_
Groups of 10 or more can enjoy a behind-the-scenes tour of
Music Hall, a Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra concert, lunch
at the Museum Cafe and a. self
guided tour at the Cincinnati Art
Museum.
Cost is $30 per person .. Call
744-3590 for reservations and
tickets.

BY MICHAEL RIESENBECK
Contributing Writer

In the spring of 1995, Mel Gibson
took audiences and critics by storm
with his epic tale of Scottish revolt,
"Braveheart." Five years later, DVD
fans can finally enjoy this Best Picture winner on their favorite format.
"Braveheart" is one of the most
talked about and anticipated DVD
titles ever. From the moment Para-.
mount began releasing DVDs, the
question on ·everyone's mind was
"When will 'Braveheart' be released?"
The wait for some fans was agonizing, but the wait is over. P~ra
mount has finally delivered this cinematic masterpiece. Does the disc do
justice to the epic film? Is this what
DVD fans have been eagerly awaiting?
It was virtually impossible for the
"Bravheart" DVD to live up to the
hype. Still, with the ever~advancing
DVD technology, Paramount had the
chance to do something special.
While it is great to finally have the
film on DVD, Paramount really missed
the opportunity to give fans. something special.
The audio and video are adequate,
but nothing· spectacular. The Dolby
. Digital 5.1 mix packs a punch, especially during the battle sequences.Th!!
rumbling of ho.rse hooves, Clanking
of armor and the Scottish battle cries
s9und wonderful on DVD, but the
soundtrack could have been more
enveloping.
The video quality does well to
convey the earthy, washed out coloring in the film.
The.film elements
used in the transfer could have
been cleaned up a
little
more
though, as the picture suffers from a
bit too much dirt
and grain (considering the film is
only five years
old). "Braveheart'' certainly looks a
lot better on DVD than it did on VHS
or Laserdisc, but this release lacks the

overall sharpness of
which the DVD is capable.
Paramount did
alright in terms of
presentation, but·
where the studio really faltered was in
the extras depar~"
ment.
Being such a
great film on its own,
Paramount probably
could have gotten
away with releasing
"Bra.veh.eart" with
no extras at all.. The
desire to have the
film on DVD in any
form would have
been enough to sell
a lot of discs, The
studio did include a
few _nice extras, but
ifthere were ever a
film that deserved
true "special edition" treatment. on
DVD, it would be
"Braveheart."
Two major .extras
(a 27 minute documentary on the making of the film, and
· an audio commen. tary with Mel
Gibson) have been.
/,
included along with
COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
' two theatrical trailquences), but he is silent for much
With such a fine film on their
ers.
A commentary with a major star of the film. Having long gaps of hands, Paramount should have
like Gibson is dead air-in an audio com·mentary is seized the opportunity and delivnot a good· thing. ·
ered a special edition DVD that was
~ertairily a welThe documentary includes in- equal to the val.ue of the film:
come addition,
Most fans of the film will probbut this is not terviews with several cast and crew
the most infor- members, as well as some back- ably want to own the DVD regardmative or enter- ground on William Wallace(wh_om · .less of its shortcomings, but it might
taining com- Gibson plays in the film); These be better to holcl'off and wait to see
mentary on the sections as well as a peek inside if"Braveheart" gets a re-release and
market. Gibson the props tent be~ore the shooting . the treatment it deseryes. The curdoes provide of one of the battles are interesting, rent DVD is a step in the right direction, but it could have (and
some insight . but the documentary is too brief.
This new DVD of ''Braveheart" should have) been so much more.
about some of
the challenges he and the produc- looks and sounds better than any
tion team faced (especially choreo- home video version, but the overgraphing tfie intricate battle se- all presentation is a bit lacking.

Symphony_
On Friday, Nov. 3 at 11 a.m.
and Saturday, Nov. 4 at 8 p.m.,.
the Cinc.innati Symphony Orchestra presents guest conductor
Christian Arming.
Tickets, priced from $12 to
$49, are available by phone at
381-3300; in person at
Sales Office in Memorial Hall,
1229 Elm St., next door to Music Hall. Student tickets are $10
the week of the concert.

cs.a

Taft museum

·.·· '(

-~~~~>~,:w.~{,l\~'[~'tk;,;,)~' . ,i
New Releases. ~q;,~ -

On Nov. 4, from 1-3 p.m., the.
The following discs are due for release on or before Oct. 31 ...
Taft Museum of Art is holding
the Praise Dance Workshop.
Erykah Badu, Mama's Gun (Motown) ... Godsmack, Awake (Univ.erAt the Arts Consortium of Cin- . sal) ... Insane Clown Posse, Bizzar (Island) ... Snoop Dogg, The Last Meal
cinnati, dancers will lead a dis- (No Limit) ... Sticky Fingaz, Bia.ck Trash: The Autobiography of (Univercussion about liturgical dance . sal) .... Randy Travis, Inspirational Journey (Warner Bros.) ... U2, All That
and will perform an excerpt from You Can't Leave Behind (Interscope) ... Wayans Brothers; No Offense
a ball~t as well as conduct a (MCA) ... Dwight Yoakam, Tomorrow's Sounds Today (Reprise) ...
movement workshop.
Free - reservation required.
... all dates are tentative.
For more info, call 241-0343.
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Wednesday, Nov. I
Left Undone
· @MadFrog

Saturday, Nov. 4
Thistle·
@Top Cat's

Friday, Nov. 3 ·

Monday, Nov. 6

No Use For A !'lame
w/ Bigwig
w/ One ~fanArmy
w/Pulley
@Bogart's

Bile
w/ Drop Shadow
@Top Cat's

.
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With all the success they
achieved with their first album,
Orgy took a lot of time to record
their. sophomore albu~. po~sibly ·
•· trying to avoid the dreaded ·
.' "sophoinore slump."
.
Vapor Transmissioiis is a sure
. winner. Orgy retains the same
sound they used (>n Jheir·1 last album layering keyboards and loops
with_~rushing guitar riffs.· ·
· If anything, Orgy rocks a lot
Orgy
· harder on this album.
Standout tracks include openVapor Transmissions
ing cut "Suckerface" and
(Reprise) "Optican," whieh is a really rock. ing track featuring pummeling
drums and bone shredding guitars
overcoming the dreaded which mesh together greatly with
Gordon's vocals.'
sophomore slu"!P
Orgy reveals their pop side on
California's Orgy released their "Eva," a more mellow track in
new record Vapor Transniissions which vocalist Jay Gordon s.hows
recently. Fans of their last album off his impressive vocal skills.
will surely enjoy this and n·ew lisOverall· the CD is an enjoyable ·
ten~rs will find this record enjoylisten. Even a:fter a few spins I
found new things in each song that
able.
Orgy was introduced info the · ·lftlade them special.
music scene in late 1998 with their
If I had to criticize anything
debut album Candyass. Combin- . about the album, I would say that
ing synth pop keyboard textures it is way too polished and overwith down tum~d guitar riffing, produced. Many bands who have
Orgy developed a sound that was . highly polishe~ studio· albums
their own.
·have trouble converting to the live
Through extensive tour_ing with setting because it is ·impossible to
acts such as Sugar Ray and Korn, layer all sorts of keyboards, loops
Orgy quickly made a name for them- and guitar parts .
.selves and established a reputation
. This album is highly recom~ · ·for being an exciting live act
mended to anyone who enjoyed
Their hit cover of New Order's· Candyass and fans of Marilyn
"Blue Monday" became a staple on Manson, NIN and Ministry.
rock radio and MTV and brought
-Asa Kraning,
the ba.nd to platinum status.
Contributing· Writer
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LinkinPark
Hybrid Theory
(Warner Brothers)

metal-rap that actually
stands ont
Great. Another metal-rap band.
trying to break into. the· spotlight.
But wait, before you pass Linkin
Park off as another Staind or Shuvel,
give them a listen. There is some- ·
. thing good going h~re. The ariger
is genuine and the music has merit.
Imagine that. And all from just another metal-rap band.
Linkin Park's single "One Step
Closer" has been saturating the radio waves, thus pulling them into
the rap-metal spotlight. It is characterized by the brutal chorus, "Everything you say to me I Takes me
one step closer to the edge I I'm
.~bout to break." This track is perfect example of the blinding frustration and rage that defines Linkin
Park's best moments. "Shutup
when I'm talkfog to you!" screams
vocalist Chester Bennington with

I.AST WEEK'S RESUllS

This past week, Xavier Players performed "Tent Meeting," a
comedic portrayal of faith in the Xavier Armory. Reverend Eddy
(Adam Ziemkiewicz, right) threatens to pour hot grease on the
miracle child while the Reverend's son Darrel (Ryan.Parke, left)
tries to disuade his father. The Players have had to perform in
various locations at Xavier since the demolition of the University
Center. For more information on future Xavier Players
.productions, caU Cathy Springfield at 745-3578.

trust of others. Yet another great
song to listen to in hopes of easing
personal vendettas.
So what sets Linkin Park apart
from the rest of the rap-metal bands?
First and foremost is the ability with
which they capture the frustration
of daily life. Unlike Limp Bizkit,
you actually believe it when the
band is having a bad day.
Second is the strategic use of
keyboards, turntables and two
skilled vocalists. At times, these
elements. all surface at the right
time.
Finally, Hybrid Theo1y is surprisingly free from any vulgarity.
Whereas this.does not have a bearing on. what constitutes "good"
music, 'it demonstrates a superior _
lyrical ability. Conveying these
difficult emotions in an absence of
profanity is much !J10re poetic.
Thankfully, the high points of
Hybrid Theory are capable of carrying the whole album .. Good
therapy for a bad mood .
-Mike Kohlbecker;
Diversions Editor

a
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convktion that would silence a·
room.
A theme of discontent with, life
weaves through Hybrid T,heory,
sewing up one cynical album .
·Conveniently, Linkin Park's sound
nails these emotions dead on .
It is largely defined by rap verses
(The band is heavily influenced by
.The Roots) hammered in by screaming choruses.
.
· However intense; this formula·
produces some mediocre songs. On
several occasions the choruses are
stale and flat: It is as if melody is
traded in for screaming, raw emotions . .In "With You," one begins
to wonder if Bennington really
mean·s what he is singing or if he is
just trying to tear his vocal chords.
. Thankfully, equal emphasis is
sometimes placed oh melody and
emotion. In these moments Linkin
Park shines. "In the End" features
a confused piano line coupled with
excellent lyrics about how we "try
so har9 and get :;o far I but in the
end it doesn't even matter."
In the spirit of "One "Step
Closer," "A Place for my Head"
takes shots at those who betray .the
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November 1
The time is upon us. ·. In less
than a week, the fate of our government, of the world.for the next
four years will be in the bands of
often uninformed, regularly misled,
American voters. Since The Cincinnati Enquirer took it upon itself to endorse George W., I
thought it might be nice to do my
own endorsement. Now, I don't
want to stir up any controversy
here, but I think it i.i> time we name
a truly suitable candidate. I
thought about this all weekend as
I watched "Nick at Nite", and I
have. come· to a conclusion:
"Mindy Cohn for President!"
That's right, that bubbly, lovable,
never at a loss for words Natalie
Green from "Facts of Life" will lead
our country as only she could.
When she mused: "I'd rather be a
happy marker than a skinny pencil," she spoke in the voice of
America, a country of people who
smile in the face of adversity on a
daily basis. What better attitude
to lead our country? We can all be
happy markers when we enter the
voting booth on Tuesday and
· draw a big fat line down the center
of the box marked "o.ther." Natalie,·
you belong as no other candidate
has or will ever again. God bless
America.·
Since politics .surrounds us on
all sides, it is only fitting for the
International Coffee Hour to move
to the first floor of Schott today. It
is a little known fact that Schott
Hall once housed political dissenters during the Revolution. Let's
not bog ourselves down with
whether or not Schott existed during the Revolution. We'll see
·who's soi:ry when the British come
looking for your ass and you have
nowhere to. run. Rations will be
served at 3:30 p.m.
Everyone on campus who happens to have the misfortune of
being named Kathie Lee, and you

By Adam Ziemkiewicz To place an item· in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129,
know who you are, will want to stay
as far away as possible from Kelley
Auditorium· today at 7 p,m. The
sweatshop fashion show highc
lights those clothes everyone
buys but probably shouldn't, although I argue they are still better
than the coonskin cap my mom
sewed for me one winter. Catch
the show before lt takes Paris· by
storm in March.
Okay, I don't know who RHA
thinks they're fooling. What sort
of hype are they trying to de-.
velop? The housing lottery forum
in Albers 103 at 9 p.m. has abso1utely nothing to do with a
Powerball drawing in which students could win large am9unts of
tax-free money. I don't know who
started that nasty rumor, but it has
to stop. But not before I sell three
more books of tickets. I'm dying.
to win that toaster oven and a
year's supply ofNutella.
Last week I was trying to break
into the ATM .machine outside
Kuhlman; and Ijustcouldn'tjimmy
the lock. I had forgotten my scroll
saw was still in my toolbox. Well,
Xavier Players won't have any
trouble emptying that mechanical
money tree. Auditions are being
. held for Toolbox, their improv and
sketch comedy show, today and
tomorrow at 9 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.

I 1: l11 :::: •D
·November 2

I can't take it anymore. When ·
is someone going to realize that
Michael Chiklis of"The Commish"
and "Daddio" fame, can't act to
save his soul? Also, when is this
election goi'ng to be over so we
don't have to listen to any more

'debates? NBC as well as The College Democrats and Republicans
. don't seem to care about our sanity as they will ,be discussing the
issues at 7 p;m. in CBA 2.
My idea of sustainable agriculture involves pondering how long
those annoying "Fruit of the
Loom" walking and talking pro- ·
duce can still be considered an innovative advertising campaign. I
don't know if Matt Thesing from
Earth Connection will be talking
about underwear when he speaks
on sustainable agriculture at 7p.m.
in Kelley Auditorium. Maybe he
knows why Joe Montana has such
power over my choice of under
garments.

FRIDAY
November 3.
Have you already grown tired
of watching "Whose Line is it
Anyway?" and wincing in pain as
Drew ~arey attempts to be funny?
Yet you still enjoy raw, talented,
comedic individuals. Then Don't
Tell Anna is here for you. Xavier's
improvisational comedy troupe is
back for their first shows of the
year in Kelley Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. today and tomorrow. I've seen
these guys perform and they will
make you laugh, even if it means
violence or nudity. Cost is only
$3, and if you come back tomorrow, pay only $i.
The men's basketball team be-·
gins its exhibition season against
the California All-Stars at 8 p.m. in
the Cintas Center. If the all-stars
are anything like those quirky California Raisins this will be well
worth seeing. I can't wait until we
turn them. into grapes, o.r. is it

Charles Dunfee I would have won,
too. So you can understaT)d why I
get a little upset when the student
recitals take place in the recital hall
inE~gecliffat2:30p.m. ljustcan't
get over that crushing defeat Pl_us,
"Pop Goes the Weasel" still vi1>its
me in my dreams.

prunes? Well, whatever it is, it will
be tasty; that's for sure. ·
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November 4
Gail the Northeastern, Alberta
the Clipper and Seals and Crofts
will be perforining in the recital hall
in Edgecliff at 3 p.m. This wind
ensemble will be cove~ing such
popular hits as "The Wind Beneath My Wings," "Summer
Breeze" and "Copacabana."
You can tell your roomate. You
can tell your imaginary friend.
You can even tell me to just get to
the point.. But, Don't Tell Anna,
improv comedy at.its finest, will
be performing again today at 7:3~
·p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. Cost is
$3, unless you went yesterday as
·well, then it is only $ L You can't
beat that with a didgeridoo.
Maybe you ladies can help me.
See, I'm confused. Angelica and I
are finallydatin.' But, now I want
to get her a few frilly, lacy,
underthings for her birthday. But,
I µon't know how to tell if she is
an A cup, a B cup or an epsilon.
Maybe the C~ncert Choir will have
the answer when they perform with
the chamber orchestra at 8 p.m .. in
· Bellarmine Chapel. They've been
dealing with Brahms all semester.

November 5
It has been my all-time dream
to sit first chair for The London
. Symphony Orchestra. The closest I ever came was almost .win. ning musiCal chairs in kindergar·ten; Ifit weren't for that ~orse

·HELP
WANTED
Sales jobs. Full time/part- .
time for the holiday season In
the Eastgate mall. Comfort
Zone needs enthusiastic, outgoing and fun people to demonstrate a'ild sell their products.
$6-$20/hour. Students, housewives encouraged. 459-3053.
E-hiz with your own
Website! FT/PT. Earn money
24171 jcg@mymail.globion.com

Enthusiastic people needed
to work in a fun, creative environment selling stationary, in.. vitations, greeting cards, wrap
and gifts. FT/PT available. Call
Kim, downtown, Mon.-Fri.;
9 a.m.-4 p.m. at 579-9458 or
Krissy, Kenwood, Mon.- Fri.;
9 a.m.-4 p.m. at 791-6426.
Spring Break 2001 hiring
on-campus reps. Sell trips,
earn cash, go free!!! Student
Travel Services, America's
number 1 student tour operator. Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Europe and Florida.
(8o'0)648-.4849.
www.ststravel.com.

orwoo : 9 a.m.-noon
nursery worker Sundays at
Zion Church, at least 16 years
old, $10 per hour. Call 5315400.
Wanted! Spring Break·ersl Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
& Jamaica: Call Sun Coast Vacations for afree brochure and
ask how you can organize a
· small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel Free & Earn Cash! Call
(800)777-4642 or email

Mrs. Garret, Too tie, Jo, Blair and
George Clooney will be campaigning around the countr.y today representing the greatest candidate to
·ever run for political office, (includ.ing Deputy Dawg) Mindy Cohn!
Cheer her on in her final run for ·
electoral votes.
I took Japanese for a year and
about the only thing I learned,
other than the "Gilligan's Island"
theme song, was tsiunaranai
mono desu ka, which roughly
translates as: "this is a token of
my appreciation." If you would
like to.learn.more about Japanese
culture, including the mind-boggling practice of origami, high~
school notes, head to the Kuhlman
Rec. Room from 6:30 p.m until 8:30
p.m. for a Japanese Celebratiqn
(luii) sponsored by The Diversity
House.

,llJESDAY
· November 7
Sometimes you come to a
crossroads in life. Do you go right?
Do you turn left? Do you stay
where you are until someone pulls
up behind you and honks their
horn and you pretend your car
stalled because you can't decide
which way to go no matter. how
much you think about it_? Well, I
am here to tell you, whether you
turn left or right, you are going to
have to one day face the reality of
what could have been: four years
of taking the good and the bad and
taking thbm both and there you
have the facts of life.

Newly renovated house at
2104 Cleaney Ave. 6+ bdrms,
solarium, washer/dryer. Walking distance to XU. Great lo- .
cation with beautiful interior
architecture. New furnace
and.central air.. $300 pip +
utilities. Available Oct. 1. 9858576.

For rent: 2,3,4,5, & 6 bdrm
. apartments. Renting now and
·.for next year! Be the first ones
to live in these newly renovated
sales@suncoastvacations.com... apartments. Located in stately
.turn of the century buildings,
these homes offer such ameni. ties as: finished wood floors,
exposed brick walls, ceramic
tile, ceiling fans, pot and pan
racks, built-in. wine racks, garSpacious 7 bdrm, 3 1/2 bath
bage disposals, dishwashers,
house at 887 Clinton Springs.
laundry, air conditioning, offEquiped with appliances and
street parking, security lighting,
·washer/dryer. Available June, ·
and much, much more. If you
2001. 321-0043.
are looking to economize, the
bedrooms are large enough to
be shared. These homes are a
must see and won't last long.
Call today for a showing at 244RENT.

FOR RENT
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Classified ads are 25 cents per wor" with a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in The New~wire
call the advertising department and ask for Beth Goffena at (513)745-3561. or send an email to
newswireads@yahoo.com.
Teller's of Hyde Park is now
hiring food runners, hosts, hostesses + several other positions
available. Excellent pay/flexible
hours/close to campus. Please ·
apply in person at 3710 Erie
Ave. in Hyde Park Square.
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food,
Drinks and Parties! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazatlan
& Florida. Travel Free & Earn
Cash! Do it on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call
(800)293-1443 for info.
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· . MISC.
Everybody's Records is the
best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your rilint
condition CDs; Wide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
· punk & morel Posters, ·stickers· & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m, Monday-Saturday;
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge Avenue .
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